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About This Game

Explore every floors. Find the key. Find the door. Escape. And make sure to use the safest path. Monsters are everywhere.

Radical Dungeon Sweeper is a rogue-minesweeper mashup. You have to find your way to the exit without disturbing the
monsters guarding the floor. If you climb down deep enough in the dungeon you will find the holy relics. Bring them further

down to improve the Mausoleum security.
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not sure why... but hey... theres assets.. Everyone else has stated how annoying the forced registration is, but I had even worse
issue with this game:

I got motion sickness playing it due to the fact that the default camera follows the ball from a very close distance. There's one
fixed camera angle, but the view is like from the 90s free pinball games, which is directly from the top. That just doesn't allow
you to judge the distances at all.

All in all, the game's only useful as +1 to collection stats, otherwise worse than waste of time. Try Pinball Arcade and/or Pinball
FX2 to get your fix of virtual pinball on Steam.. Ever since discovering this neat little game on Itch, I must've put over 50 hours
in it.
A simple-looking, but incredibly deep and addicting game! If you want to explore some generated dungeons, this is one of the
very best. Well, no.

Positive:

+ Good music
+ Colorful graphics
+ Some levels are well designed
+ Hm, let me think a little bit...

Negative:

- Story is wtf like
- Unfair placement of "special coins" sometimes
- Bad power ups, except the bee (and the turtle for world 3)
- No attack except jumping on heads
- You can't kill a fish?
- Enemies are ripped from Mario
- Bosses are a joke, as long as you have the bee upgrade
- Sometimes you can't even see where you have to go, because something is in the way of sight
- Insane achievements (collect one million coins, which would take several days of farming)
- No continue after beating the game and you have to reset the data, starting with 0 coins again
-+ BUT NOW YOU CAN PLAY AS ARGATHA!!!! HURRAY!!!

Well, everytime i was beginning to enjoy the game, it threw some\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665at me. It has
potential, but the ridiculous achievements were the last thing, that totaly ruined it for me. So,
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 it.. Pretty fun, very hard, skill game.
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I had to stop being patient with this game. The bugs will unfortunately make this game unplayable. I had fun for the first 5-6
hours. Buy at your own risk. This could have been a cool game.. Came for the girls, stayed for the game!. Fast, easy and not
complicated whatsoever!. Super hard, it is a cute puzzel game overall. The star system is kinda ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥t but whatever..
Freaking Awesome game, but needs a lot of fixes and more content!
Please develop this game, glad somebody has picked it back up!!
Needs a LOT of TLC!!!
The atmosphere is still the best, thanks!. I LOVED THIS GAME!! By far my favorite VR game so far! The pictures do not do
the game justice, it looks 10x better in VR. dont let the bad looking textures fool you, they look terrifying once you're in the
game. Amazingly simple, fun and terrifying! Good work devs!. Classic TD Game with interesting balance idea where more of
the same type of tower costs more. Pushing you towars a more balanced defense. Well worth the money.. A little gem of a game
8/10 a must buy.

All I Can say is Battle Ships R.I.P Long live Battle Fleet 2. it's a shame this doesn't have any way of giving yourself money when
the game bugs out and takes away your funds :<
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